i3LEARNHUB
Anytime. Anywhere. Any device.
i3LEARNHUB is plug & play. It is easily accessible on any device.
Whether you are at home, on the train or in the classroom, if you see
an idea on the internet, you can easily add it to your lesson in i3LEARNHUB, on your laptop, via the interactive board, or via your tablet
or smartphone. i3LEARNHUB is a cloud-based solution so no installation or disc space needed.

No training needed
The learning platform has a simple interface
that requires no training so it is easy to navigate. The buttons are all are easy to find and
understand. Organise your favorite features
in a floating toolbar, so you will not waste
time looking for buttons or understanding
which button does what.
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NEW! - Start your lesson in the blink of an eye,
with i3FASTTRACK.
This app allows you to log into i3LEARNHUB quickly on
any device. Just download the i3FASTTRACK App, enter
your credentials once. Now you can simply scan the QR
code from the i3LEARNHUB homepage and you are in! No
need to type or retype your login and password and it is
always secure.

Supports traditional work forms
Combine traditional measuring tools with
digital technology. We offer a compass, set
square and ruler to use on the interactive
whiteboard. This is perfect to make geometry exercises easier to understand for your
students.

Thousands of pre-made assets
Enjoy free access to a built-in community
with thousands of lesson activities created
by fellow teachers. You can see how they use
the software, and build on their work and
ideas. Make it easy to engage your students
with minimal preparation time.

Sales contact: sales@i3-technologies.com
Support contact: www.i3-technologies.com/en/warranty-support/

KEY FEATURES

Benefits

Favourites menu

Organize your favourite features in a floating toolbar

Quick and easy access tvo preferred features

Built-in community

Access thousands of lesson activities created by peers

Activate students with minimal preparation time

AR Tools

Use a phsyical compass, set square or
ruler on the interactive whiteboard

Make geometry exercises more engaging and simpler for students

Web search

Integrated web search

Easily access assets safe for everyone to use

Cloud storage

Connect your account to Dropbox, Onedrive or Google Drive

Save time and repurpose your content repository

Bring your own device

Works with any browser

Allow 1:1 interaction across any device without any installation

Gallery apps

Access interactive apps and create your own using
built in templates

Save time with curriculum aligned animations

Polling

Create interactive polls

Involve all students in the lesson by asking their opinion

Share board / Mirroring

Send & receive interactive homework from the same interface

Save time & money by sharing homework digitally

System requirements:
I3LEARNHUB will work on any device that is capable of running a modern browser. This means computers, tablets and almost all smartphones.
i3LEARNHUB system requirements: Windows 7, OSX, Ubuntu 10.10, iOS6, Android 4, Windows RT, Windows Phone 8, Blackberry OS 10 or higher. i3LEARNHUB is currently optimized for screen sizes of 7” or larger. If you are unsure of what hardware you need, i3 can provide you with an integrated
solution. Bandwidth: For initial loading times under 20s, we recommend a bandwidth of 15Mbps (download) or higher. Bandwidth requirements for
loading lessons will vary depending on the content.
For a smooth experience in 4K resolution, we recommend adding a dedicated GPU to your setup (Geforce GT730; GTX1050 or similar)

USER LICENSES

FREE
a basic single license

ADVANTAGE
an enhanced single
license

PREMIUM
a fully featured
single license

SITE
Full license per
bucket of 35 users
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Basic i3 Content
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i3 Apps









Favorites menu
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Free to save in i3Community







Save lessons to personal folder







Embed websites & documents







Premium content gallery with 700
animations for STEAM
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Personal media library





AR Tools compatibility





Activity Builder





Interactive 3D Content





Animations
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Save to School folder



35 teachers



Volume discount



Admin module
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